Be Transformed: Discovering Biblical Solutions To Life's Problems
Synopsis

We all desire to experience a more abundant life in the midst of daily challenges. The Be Transformed materials are designed to address the root causes of the behavioral, relational, emotional and spiritual problems we experience. Be Transformed teaches the practical application of Biblical principles developed by Scope Ministries International. Since 1973, the Personal Guidance ministers at Scope have ministered these truths to hurting individuals and seen thousands of lives changed by the power of God’s spirit. Through applying these truths people have experienced greater intimacy with God, freedom from destructive patterns, restored relationship, and emotional healing. These Biblical principles are set forth in an attractive workbook and quality teaching videos.
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Customer Reviews

This book is highly recommended as a great tool to study the topic of controlling our emotions based on biblical teaching. This book can help you really renew your minds in Christ and be transformed!

I have used this book for several years in teaching women’s groups and Christian Leaders. It contains some of the most profound teachings leading to a freeing, fulfilling and joyous Life in Christ. It is Scripturally sound and bridges into the practical walk it teaches. We all need the applications of these teachings in our walk.
This is a foundational discipleship course. It is well-written, step-by-step, scripturally sound and has questions at the end of each chapter. It is being used as a discipleship tool in a one on one setting and has been very successful. The order of the chapters is brilliant.

This book changed my wife's life. Actually God used this book and a bible study group to show her that He created her and has a purpose for her. This was over two years ago and she is still transformed.

I am currently using this book in the Be Transformed class in my church and I have learned so much! It has completely evolved my thinking and approach in my pursuits of knowing and loving Christ. If you’ve ever questioned your purpose, your worthiness, God’s love for you, anger, emotional guilt, forgiveness, or any other plethora of emotions that have straddled you and your life leaving you scared, hopeless, and alone this book is for you. Even if you half study it you will benefit tremendously. It is a guide to freedom and loving and accepting love from God. I pray everyone would study the bible with this book. It will change you!)
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